Interview (2nd): Ida Tarbell with Gertrude Chandler, April 2, 1931

Tarbell, Ida M.
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Dear Sir,

I am going to leave the city next week. Taking up

my new lawn connector - you can see this

grade 2 has to change. The preliminary connection

will be nothing of the day - new providence -

will be a surprise fielding my protection - the next

week's papers - see see to carefully -

2 in 3 min area - summer- nicedt

when they write to "help me" in El Paso -

see almost getting a little - in Florence -

giving - nothing but a line across the win

and east car - 2 miles - nailed 24,000 ft -

wire 8. Nothing but mile good in uplay

they went. wire 5 so is 2 turned.

1 turned. wire upright. key nailed wire

ever wire pin your puncture. rule -

will begin t. so the west line -

produced in Burlington. city. west where -

should be well - get the eastern contract

and draw. Consol agreed. see west line.

The contract gave 8. 24. right - way in -

all lines. New York. 2 all alone.

but a few miles after - left teres

sheet into the. end of the west town.
It will call the century known in the 90's - also a man called topless in any name which came feeling He pulled / turned on usual of the lived every in which the one happiness I can well if the contract - this must with the whole need to see having I bin in mines - 2 1 2 buy my mine - a live until you get me a contract 1 2 3 the asked them 2 3 the tell the one to each 2 how the mine 3. Then he said Charles she

1 2 3 to see you in 5 1 2. We see put what 2 1 2 in rest the mine - I good contract

In read it. All tell tea in 5 1 2. I say pull on mine until get - you made where - 1 2 speed to me for me 1 2 3 on common cloth - of the deliver 2 1 2 for you mine 1 2 3 nick.

_y was called - he called weak
in every street... Be dead based his embassy... after an... in every street he used miles... the middle of... S. 2 W. was up behind... they gave him his fullness delivery... common church... and steel, by way was the brother... curriculum of my professional life...

Levit up 743 - tellle well well...

6 when Coffins asked me for T - E, you can understand him entire escape from...福德... schoolman... sally... sister... bad appeared... came aboard ship... well... paris has been killed in auto accident... after year after adm... me / 2 3 N. 2 Coffin explained asking me to ...affair... 6... came up find... Dollar... delirium... I'm going to get... fantastical... 2 meter... out when I golf to office fort... thing... and... we want you to letter... thing for...
Sept - come in at a . p. 22 a.d said do my well 2 accept - you see it - permitted in but - come from all y total - totalion .

Now a tie up to the land in the making - go live in the land.

Tell de world - for mercy - careless

Leave it to you - but not except in
diluvis - may accomplish - before the mine

my mind - i do it - weet.

Sea various accounts - in water -

Are were it now - it was opportunity to cut

come from the legal deed work -

The Galveston El Paso et - Der eyzeed

Archael - for Dallas - Important.

Make you valuations - zelt - outsiders. New bid

or replacement value -
must earn operating @ pence.

must earn operating @ pence -

Replacement - especially

Judith - which will end all de not M's ?

Better Somewhere in the pot the week left.

Peanut brown sugar 2 act expanded

must expanded - at any time not multiple

this multiple should attributed Hell and which your
and consumers - of a div - so up - sale - come down - div - hve ii yo refund - 1893 - 2f mnt to app in determination procedure - b e't it found at ay time - finally riven sleeder must affix to - can for capital sum +

Tom to have a representative in Brazil - access to li halite operative - milky - upt in all up - clear mult - object - h - report et within 30 days - if
leaders settled by arbitration -

Talks indirectly - is real - current certi - li considered mere mention - else - not li ve xed - friend - pleasant - then - letter - Melville - others - decide will - readily secure - in what certi - may - is no similar - current negligeble - fact - expose - were not annable - if

direct a xed at 6 e - cost of a need - a kilowatt - great sum - negligence to - answered